
Upgrading TELEPERMM to PCS7
at Pfleiderer Spezialpapiere
To meet the high demands on the quality of their papers while producing at reasonable costs, the paper factory
Pfleiderer in Teisnach has always relied on innovative automation solutions. To modernize and enlarge the existing
stock preparation plant, they needed a reliable partner with profound experience in planning, designing, and
realizing projects of plant automation.

Over many years, Schlemmer Prozess Systeme (SPS) from Deggendorf has proven a guarantor for forward-looking
process measuring and control technology and automation solutions in many industries. Projects carried out at home
and abroad (e.g. plants in Indonesia and Thailand) reflect a high degree of professional know-how. Feeling at home
in the fields of glass manufacture, brewing industry, chemistry, and mechanical engineering, SPS found new
challenge in the automation of paper manufacturing plants.It was obvious for the Pfleiderer company to cooperate
with the specialist, which is located only 20 km away, because Schlemmer Prozess Systeme met all requirements
needed for the job.

Sustainable and open automation system

Designing a general automation solution, which is open for integration of further plant components, was a key
demand. In order to provide cost-saving spare parts stocking and fast and intuitive training of personnel on the new
plant components, hardware as well as operator prompting have been standardized. Therefore, we chose the
Siemens PCS7 process control system. To create a basis for a future automation solution, a client/server solution
was preferred. Based on the MS Windows operating system, the system merges latest programming interfaces with
the well-known Windows operating standard. In contrast to TELEPERM M, a remarkably higher screen resolution and
many new visual functions are provided for plant visualization. Now, it is no longer necessary to display interrelated
plant components on different process windows. The visual and operating system is made up of commercial and
reasonable PC hardware. The components of the SIMATIC S7-300 and S7-400 series are responsible for automation
tasks.

Commissioning without downtime

It was absolutely important to avoid down times, because the stock preparation plant is the heart of the paper
manufacture. Therefore, all input signals were directed parallel to the new and the old system, which enabled signal
testing and essential analog value adjustments in advance and during operation. In a second step, on a production-
free Sunday, plant components were removed step by step from the TELEPERM M, integrated into the PCS7 system
and tested.

Special modules for dosage, pH calibration and refiner controlling

According to the PCS7-specific faceplate technology, special function modules and user interfaces were developed for
dosage of the single substances, pH calibration and refiner controlling. In faceplate technology, automation functions
and user interface form a unity. Once developed, standards only have to be assigned. For example, a motor module
and its corresponding user interface only have to be developed and tested once, but can be integrated into the
program for every motor. Any change in the “root motor module” can, if desired, immediately affect all modules
within the program.
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